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Formation of large structures in a nonlinear turbulent energetically 
open magnetohydrodynamic system has been discussed using the concepts 
of self-organization processes Krishan and Mogilevskij (this proceedings). 
The presence of magnetic field allows the existence of long lived Alfven 
waves which can be easily excited by any external disturbance. The 
Alfven waves generate a state of aligned velocity and magnetic fields 
introducing large cross helicity in the system. Assuming that (V,B) 
are related as V~ C'/us/f)1^ £ > t n e equation of^motion becomes 

ftyt(7*!/)~ -C%o'T?)c/«t w h e r e 3 , is the ambient 
field and p is the mass density. In a compressible medium, the Alfven 
waves are known to decay and the spectrum condensates towards lower 
frequencies and hence towards smaller parallel wavenumbers K such 
that /& » / c > developing large anisotropy in the process, Hasegawa \ \985) 

j t f n t i l f B i / ^ ) ^ /^ / /^This gives rise to long (in the z direction) and narrow 
( i n x direction) MHD structures which could be identified with the spicules 
since they are believed to be associated with the transport of energy 
by Alfven waves as suggested by Osterbrock (1961). Using 0.3 km/sec, 
the velocity associated with supergranules, f = 8 x 10" gm/c .c . at 
a height of 1000 km above the photosphere, and 3 ^ - 10 Gauss one 
finds ^ _ Lj. fij^f £ ~~ o*l which agrees with the 

dimension of spicules, where L± and are the horizontal and the 
vertical extents of spicules. The aligned turbulence is^further known 
to evolve to a state of dominant polarity with either > ^ or 
~&§ < ° > depending upon the initial conditions. Thus anisotropy seems 

to be the crucial characteristic of turbulent media. 
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